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Cosmic campground nm

A Brown Forest Service sign in front of the CCIDSS entrance is located about halfway between MP 37-38 marked by signs from friends of the AAH Cosmic Campsite. Turn around, cross the cattle keeper and drive 1.3m. Get to CIDSS. Remember: you are guests of the Gilat National Forest and are responsible for your children and pets.
Experience: The natural Milky Way of the night sky rising above the clusters of the discovered wilderness star, galaxies, planets and moreBring: binoculars, or a telescope if you have an open-minded one to visually explore the natural night sky horizon for peaking. Food and water [local markets and restaurants are good but limited hours]
If you need it / Bring it a container full of gasoline [local gas stations close early/fill on the way] Folding chairs, folding table if you want one, etc. camping equipment stay in lille with pleasure to honor your Stargazers colleagues: no headlights or white lights after dark. Night vision is required to enjoy Sky.if you look at a white light from your
flashlight or cell phone you will not be able to enjoy the natural night sky wonders for 20-30 minutes. There is no parking in the observation area there is no camp fires on the observing area or other hardened surfaces there are no generators from 7 p.m. to noon. No white lanterns no fork your flashlight you need to make a red written
plastic filter for your flashlight and attach it with a rubber band. You should be able to view star maps etc in a dark area with this arrangement. Your night vision will be at its best if you don't look at a white light for at least 30 minutes. You need to do the same for your mobile phone or save it to allow your eyes to see weak objects. If you
look at white light from your mobile phone you will not be able to enjoy the wonders of the natural night sky for 20-30 minutes. County Ranger Eric Stemmerman Glenwood Ranger DistrictPO Box 8Glenwood, NM 88039[p:575 539 2481]Eel: erickstemmerman@fs.fed.us Glenwood [13 miles south] Felston [24 km south]Click on more
natural night Sky Country Double TT Homestead [21 km south] This is a small campground on top of a hill, so great for stargazing! It is scattered camping (yes, free!) and has two safe toilets. We will never share their private information during this hotel. There's a great gravel car park for RVs, and plenty of room beyond that for tents.
However, there is no shade, so watch out for the summer afternoon. Maybe that's why there was hardly anyone there, but it makes for a quiet and non-invasive stay. Also, there are some free range cows, so watch out for cow patties. 11/20/2020 Night Rate: Free! Days left: 2 Site Number: 5 How cool to just happen on the world's first
international campground of the Dark Sky Reserve! We saw it when we drove back and went back. We were so glad we did it! It's small and it fills up fast. We rolled. At 1.30pm we received the last trailer site (I think there were 6) on Wednesday we arrived. The tent camp ended up fil... More access to location cleaning site Quality Noise
Verizon 4G/LTE TheTravelingTaubs will stay here again This review is the opinion of a Campendium member and not of Campendium.com reviews 10/31/2020 Nightly Rate: Free! Days remain: 3 Site number: 2 was coming down from the NP toe forest on October 22, 2020. Stayed here for 3 nights. Getting there between 12 and 2 that by
4-5 cushion 6 RV will probably be full. But going down a gravel road to the gated camping area and guarded cattle have a number of ideal places for diffuse camping which is not too different from CG o... More access to location cleaning site Quality Noise Verizon 4G/LTE Stephen will stay here again This review is the opinion of a
Campendium member and not of Campendium.com reviews 9/27/2020 Nightly Rate: Free! Days left: 9 site number: While it is true there are 6 gravel campsites suitable for travel caravans or tents (sites 1 - 6), there are also another 4 campsites that are tents only, with dedicated parking. Tent sites are not numbered, but all have gravel
paths for each site (about 10 meters from parking per site). Each site features a concrete picnic table, ... More access to location cleaning site Quality Noise Verizon 4G/LTE T-Mobile 4G/LTE Queen will stay here again This review is a campendium member's opinion rather than Campendium.com's reviews 9/18/2020 Nightly Rate: Free!
Days left: 5 Site number: 2 nice clean, well maintained campground. 6 back at sites big enough for each RV, plus 4 tent sites. Picnic tables and fire rings. A little till no shadow. This time of year, it's nice until about noon, and then it's time to get in the tow and go for a ride. Cooling off quickly by 6 pm. Access to verizon noise quality site
cleanliness location 4G/LTE c Logan will stay here again This review is the opinion of a Campendium member and not of Campendium.com Reviews 2/26/2020 Nightly Rate: Free! Days left: 5 We have a 39' fifth wheel and we had no problem finding a place. They seem to have added more points back than it shows in the satellite image.
The main campsite is a loop, so you just circle and back inside, it's super easy. We stayed at the end of February and had an average of 3-4 other apprentices while we were here, b. More access to the AT&amp;A noise quality site cleaning site T Verizon 4G/LTE J and T will stay here again This review is the opinion of a Campendium
member and not of Campendium.com reviews 10/31/2019 boring during the day, but the night sky is amazing. Location Access Cleaning Site Quality Noise Sprint 4G/LTE Gary Vinson Will Stay Here Again This review is the opinion of a Campendium member and not of Campendium.com Reviews 10/28/2018 Night Rate: Free! Days
remaining: 13 Site number: 1 good gravel Access. Some service roads for a walk or bike. Good Verizon connection. Location of access to verizon noise quality site cleanliness 4G/LTE This review is the opinion of a Campendium member and not of Campendium.com Reviews written 4/5/2018 Night Rate: Free! Days left: 1 site number: No
site numbers it was one night to stay for us, I mostly wanted to check it out since I moved in the area. We walked some of the trails that were typical of a national forest that I saw. There were several other campsites outside the designated campsite but nothing which would be easy access to anything but a 4x4. The May... More access to
location cleaning site noise quality T-Mobile 4D will stay here again this review is the opinion of a Campendium member and not of Campendium.com reviews 10/28/2017 Nightly Rate: Free! Days left: 2 This is a campsite for people who want to enjoy the night sky. The campsite is an official preserve of dark lying. Please visit their website
and comply with the etiquette when camping here. Dirt road access to a campsite that was a little dehydrated, but we just walked slowly. There are about 6 sites there and they planni... More access to location cleaning site quality noise Verizon 4G/LTE Everlong Journey will stay here again this review is the opinion of a Campendium
member and not of Campendium.com Did you write a blog post about a cosmic campsite? Share it here! The Milky Way erupts over the Cosmic Campground, New Mexico, with the lights of Morancy, Arizona, on the horizon in the distance. Photo by David Thornburg. Cosmic Campground is a 1.42-acre site in the Gilo National Forest in
western New Mexico, USA, between the Gilo wilderness and the primitive blue range area, and is located on land managed by the U.S. Forest Service. The campsite is located in an exceptionally dark part of the 48 lower U.S. states, with the nearest significant source of artificial light more than 40 miles across the state line in Arizona. The
campsite has a very basic infrastructure to support campers and offers 360-degree uninterrupted night sky views. New media signage at the IDSS Cosmic Campground in western New Mexico, U.S., March 2017. Photo by Patricia A. Graur. Like this post? Share. E-mail. Print. Region mode: Dark Sky Sanctuary International Open Cosmic
Campground (CCIDSS) is the first international dark sky reserve located on the lands of both the national forest system and North America. It is also one of only 10 certified IDA shelters in the world. The International Dark Sky Reserves are lands of exceptional or distinguished quality of star nights. Learn more about dark skies, light
pollution, or the International Dark Sky Association. CCIDSS offers uninterrupted 360-degree views of the night sky, and often hosts Parties in cooperation with the partner group friends of the cosmic campsite. This site is located where there is the nearest significant source of artificial light is more than 40 miles away, and across the state
line in Arizona. . Night vision is necessary to enjoy the night sky. If you look at a white light from your flashlight or mobile phone you won't be able to enjoy the natural night sky wonders for 20-30 minutes. In order to honor your fellow stargazers the Forest Service recommends: no parking on observation pads/telescope no camp fires on
observation pads Use a red filter over your flashlight lens Try to arrive before dark, so your headlights don't distort your night vision and quiet times (no use of generator) between 10pm.m. And 6:00 a.m.m. CCIDSS is a primitive campsite with minimal site facilities, including an information kiosk, pit toilet, and four concrete
telescopes/observation pads. Currently, there is very minimal shade available however, future planning developments intend to establish a shadow pavilion as well as improve individual campsite facilities as funding comes in available. Title: Road Into Cosmic CG Caption: Road Into Cosmic Campground Date: Location: Credit: Forest
Service Description: Source: Cosmic CG Telescope Sites Caption: Observation Sites Cosmic Campground Telescope Date: Location: Credit: Forest Service Description: Source: Title: Blue Horse Head Nebula Caption: Blue Horse Head Nebula Date: Location: Credit: Rich Richins Description: Source: Title: Title: Milky Way Rising Caption:
Milky Way Rising Date: Location: Credit: David Thornburg Description: Source: Title: Milky Way Setting Caption: Milky Way Setting Date: Location: Credit: David Thornburg Description: Source: At sea view Operational hours: Courtesy proposals include arriving and setting up camp before sunset and discouraging the use of bright
lights/bonfires when other visitors enjoy the night sky. Reservations: Reservation is not required. Nothing, anyone. All Gilo NF camping is subject to a 14-day stay limit. Facilities in the area: camping tent, camping trailer, toilet, free parking fee for this open season campground: all year round Usage: best light season: spring/autumn/winter
or dark phase of the moon each month restrictions: no parking on telescope observation pads. There are no bonfires on the telescope's observation pads. Use a red filter over your flashlight lens Try arriving before dark to minimize light pollution from headlights Both quiet hours (recommended without using a generator) between 10pm
and .m.m. There's an integrated convenience store, gas station and Alma cafe there, and there's an integrated convenience store/gas station in Glenwood, NM. Silver City, NM is about 1.50 hours (66 miles) Of the campsite, which has three grocery stores, multiple gas stations and other amenities. Water: No Services: Safe operated by:
Forest Service Information Center: Glenwood Ranger District Phone: (575)539-2481 Directions Rules: The campsite is located 8 miles north of Alma, NM near U.S. Highway 180. In front of the entrance is a brown Forest Service sign; There are two other signs along U.S. Route 180 that indicated the campsite was leading. . Turn around,
cross the cattle keeper and drive about 1.3 miles. CG Wizards parking map site: Please do not park on telescope pads. Pads.
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